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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates the use of event calculus for understanding stories written in Arabic natural language. 
System makes a representation for commonsense knowledge and story events and then performs a 
commonsense reasoning to infer the details events which are not explicitly described in the story; furthermore 
it manages changes in objects properties over time and handles the actions synchronizations problem. 
 
Keywords: Story Understanding, Animating Story, Event Calculus, Commonsense Reasoning, 

Reasoning about Action 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The field of story understanding is concerned with 
building computer programs that can understand stories. 
To date the field has dealt with short stories a few 
paragraphs long, rather than full-length novels, which is 
a much harder problem (Mueller, 2003a). The ability to 
understand stories has applications within many sorts of 
intelligent systems, such as advisory, dialogue, filtering, 
information retrieval, question answering and 
summarization systems (Mueller, 2004a). 

The aim of the system is to produce a graphical 
model for describing the animation of the story. 

There are five basic problems that must be addressed 
by any story understanding program: 

• Representing the commonsense knowledge and the 
story events 

• Inferring the details events, which are not explicitly 
described in the story, by performing a 
commonsense reasoning 

• Managing the changes of properties of each object 
of the story over time 

• Managing synchronizations between story events 
• Determining the spatial positions of each object over 

time 

Story understanding researchers have built computer 
programs for understanding stories. They have 
proposed a number of knowledge structures and 
processing mechanisms for this task. for example, story 
grammar (Rumelhart, 1975), demons as in story 
comprehension model program (Charniak, 1972), 
scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977) as in SAM program 
(Cullingford, 1978), plans and goals knowledge 
structures (Wilensky, 1980) as in PAM program 
(Wilensky, 1981), frames structure as in comprehension 
model (Rosenberg, 1977), plot units as in BORIS 
(Kowalski and Sergot, 1986), subsymbolic 
representation as in DISCERN program (Miller and 
Shanahan, 2002), event calculus (Lehnert, 1982) as in 
Model-based story (Mueller, 2003b; 2004c; 2007).  

The proposed system uses event calculus in the 
understanding process. Event calculus is formalism, 
based on first-order logic, for representing and 
reasoning about actions over time and their effects 
(Mueller, 2010). 

It first presented by (Kowalski and Sergot, 1986). It 
was extended by (Miller and Shanahan, 2002). The event 
calculus is well-suited to the representation of the 
meaning of natural language and making inferences in 
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natural language understanding systems. It is being used 
to represent tense and aspect and for inference in 
narrative comprehension systems, given a commonsense 
knowledge base about a domain and a narrative 
consisting of known properties and events in that 
domain, the event calculus can be used to fill in missing 
properties and events (Mueller, 2009). The system uses a 
classical logic axiomatization of the event calculus called 
the discrete event calculus DEC, which is equivalent to a 
standard axiomatization provided in a paper by (Miller 
and Shanahan, 2002). DEC restricts the time-point sort to 
the integers. 

1.1. Action Module 

Action module (Fig. 1) is the first module in the 
system. It performs a morphological analysis for each 
word in the story and then it makes a syntax analyzer to 
each sentence. After analyzing the sentence, it extracts 
information about subjects, verb and objects of the 
sentence to construct the story actions. The system 
deals with children stories for age 4-6 years old. The 
structure of stories for this stage should be very simple 
to be suitable for children to understand. Therefore, the 
syntax of the sentences usually is not complex. We 
chose fifteen of these stories, as a sample, to represent 
the corpus of the system. We made an analysis for these 
stories to extract verbs, nouns, propositions and 
adjectives. In addition, we analyze the content to 
specify all syntax used in it. All these data is entered to 
the system as startup knowledge. In addition, system is 
allowing users to extend verbs and nouns. 
Subsequently, the action module consists of three 
internal modules: morphological analyzer, syntax 
analyzer and semantic analyzer.  

1.2. Morphological Analyzer 

There are mainly two strategies for developing 
Arabic morphologies depending on the level of analysis: 
stem-based morphologies and root-based morphologies. 
Stem-based morphologies analysis is chosen for 
analyzing the stories due to its simplicity and straight 
forward implementation 

1.3. Syntax Analyzer  

In this study, we concentrate on studying the 
complexity of sentences structure of the selected stories 
to build a suitable parser; the following figure represents 
the context free grammar which is used: 

< sentence > ::= < sentence><term> | <term> 
<term> ::= < name term> | <verb term> |  
  <adverb term> |<prep term 
  >|<conj term> 
<noun term> ::= <noun> <description> 
<verb term> ::= <verb> | < verb> + subject  
  pronoun 
<adverb term> ::= <adverb>  definite لIJ |  
  < adverb > name 
<prep term> ::= <preposition> < noun term> 
<conj term> ::= <conjunction> <verb term> |  
  <conjunction> <noun term> 
<noun> ::= definite لIJ |name | <genitive>  
  | indefinite | <pronoun> 
<genitive> ::= Indefinite+pronoun | Indefinite  
  IndefiniteلIJ | Indefinite name 
< pronoun> ::=  IKأ | MKأ | Nھ | Pھ | IQھ | Rھ |Sھ  
<description> ::= property <description> | name  
  <description> | λ 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Action module 
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1.4. Semantic Analyzer  

Many problems arise during the process of semantic 
analysis, such as the hidden of subject or object, this 
section shows how system solves these problems. 

1.5. Hidden Subject 

ex: He played at the garden VWXYZ[ا P] ^_[ 
In this case the system considers that the subject of 

this sentence is the subject of the previous sentence. 

1.6. Hidden Object 

ex: The man played at the garden  ^_[ `ab[اVWXYZ[ا P]  
In this case the object term is empty. In order to describe 

this action the system considers the default description of 
the verb (play, ^_[) which is the verb (run, يba). 

1.7. Hidden Verb (Nominal Sentence) 

ex: The man is strong يNd `ab[ا.  

Note 

This problem does not exist in English sentences. In 
this case the sentence describes the subject )ا`ab[( , It 
have no action. So the system only add (strong, يNd) to 
the properties of the subject (the man, `ab[ا). 

1.8. Subject Object Confusion 

ex: He played the ball ةbf[ا ^_[ 
 The man played `ab[ا ^_[ 

Note  

This problem does not exist in English sentences. In 
above example each sentence has the syntax terms (verb- 
noun). However, the noun is the subject in the first 
sentence and it is the object in the other one. The system 
solves this problem by determining the category (human, 
animal, mineral, adjective …) for each noun in the 
knowledge base. 

IF noun is living being and no subject detected yet 
then it is subject: 
 
ex:  noun (the man, `ab[ا) in the following sentence: 
 
The man played `ab[ا ^_[ 
 
IF noun is living being and subject detected  

Then it is object: 
 
ex: noun (the man, `ab[ا) in the following sentence: 

The dog bit the man `ab[ا ^ij kl 
 

IF noun is NOT living being and subject detected.  

Then it is object: 
 
ex:  noun (the ball ,ةbf[ا) in the following sentence: 
The man played the ball ةbf[ا `ab[ا ^_[ 
 

IF noun is NOT living being and no subject detected 
yet AND verb can be done by noun 
Then it is subject: 
 
ex: noun (the fire, رIn[ا) in the following sentence 
 
The fire burn the home Mop[ر اIn[ا Mdbح 
 
5- Adjective confusion 

Consider the following two sentences: 
 
The man played the ball  ةbf[ا `ab[ا ^_[ 
The big man played .bopf[ا `ab[ا ^_[ 
 

In the previous sentences, each one has the syntax 
(verb-noun1-noun2). However, the third term, noun2, is 
the object of the first sentence and it is an adjective in the 
other one. The system solves this problem by allowing 
users to add more information about each noun in the 
knowledge base. 

 If noun is `lI] Rrل- إN_tu Rrإ  OR description of noun is 
 Vtv 

Then  it is adjective else it is subject or object. 

1.9. Understanding Module 

Understanding module receives the actions of the 
story and commonsense knowledge and infers the 
details events, which are not explicitly described in the 
story. It consists of three internal modules, event 
calculus module, reasoning and module graphical 
module (Fig. 2). 

1.10. Event Calculus Module 

 It converts natural language into event calculus form. 
Therefore, it converts both commonsense knowledge 
base and story into event calculus form. 

1.11. Reasoning Module  

It receives both commonsense knowledge base and 
story, in form of event calculus and produces a reasoning 
model, which describes the motion details of the story. 
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Fig. 2. Understanding module 
 

1.12. Graphical Module 

It translates the reasoning model into set of 
instructions to animate the story. This conversion is done 
according to the rules of the graphical dictionary. 

The system needs a commonsense knowledge base 
which gives the necessary information facilitate the 
understanding processes. Commonsense knowledge base 
is written in a text file as sets of sentences. These 
sentences have specified structures according to the type 
of information it gives. After writing it, the system will 
convert it into event calculus form. Each set of 
information must falls into one of the flowing categories. 

1.13. Event Description 

It gives information about the details of each event in 
the story world. Therefore, a complex motion can be 

written as a sequence of simple events. For example, the 
following set of information describes the motion details 
of the event (person told someone statement): 
 
(person) says to → ← )Ndل) (ا]ab`(ل) ا]Id)wxyل    
(other) (words)  
(person) look at (other) +  bzK)wxy[ا ( P[إ)`ab[ا+ (  
(person) say (words) +  لId)wxy[ل) (اNd+ (  
(person) silent   Mfr)wxy[ا(  

 1.14. Event Effects  

It gives information about the side effect after 
execution of the event (not during the execution of the 
event). These effects usually change the values of 
system fluents. For example, the following set of 
information describes the effects of the event (person 
go to place): 
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(person) walk to (place)→ ←  Pyu)wxy[ا ( P[إ)نIfu(  
(person) look at (other) +  )wxy[ا ( PشIu+  
(person) is not stand + )wxy[ا ( }dوا �o[ +  
(person) is not sit down )wxy[ا (�[Ia �o[  

1.15. Startup Information 

 It gives information about the initial state of the 
system, i.e., the state of each object before executing the 
first event of the story: 
 
(Ahmed) is sitting )YQأح (�[Ia  
(teacher) is standing )Ri_Q[ا (}dوا  
 

Commonsense Knowledge rule statement has some 
restrictions: 
 
- Syntax is true and doesn’t contain any pronouns or 
hidden subjects. 
- Event description rule sentence takes form 
- <verbal sentence> —> <verbal or nominal 
sentence> +  
 <verbal or nominal sentence> + .... 
- Event effects rule sentence takes form 
o <verbal sentence> —> <subject> [<negation>] 
<properties>  
o <properties> => <verb> | <adjective> 
o <negation> => “�o[” | “M�o[” | “ bo�“ ‘‘ | “�” 
(means not | no | never) 
- Startup rule sentence takes form <subject> 
<properties>  
 

Event calculus module converts commonsense 
knowledge base from text mode to event calculus mode. 
It depends on converting each term (sentence) to 
corresponding event calculus predicate. For example: 
 
Happens ((  Mfr)wxy[ )  Mfr)wxy[ا( , time) 
Happens ((  Pyu) wxy[ن,اIfu   Pyu)wxy[ا ( P[إ)نIfu( , time) 
HoldsAt ((  ) Pyu )wxy[ا  )wxy[ا ( PشIu  
ReleasedAt (( ) }dو )wxy[ا   )wxy[ا ( }dوا �o[  
Happens (Silent (person)  Silent (person), time) 
Happens (Walk (person, place) Walk (person, place), time) 
HoldsAt (Walk (person)) Walk (person) 
ReleasedAt (Stand (person))  Not Stand (person) 

1.16. Choosing the Predicate Type Rules 

• Verbal sentence is Happens predicate 
• Nominal sentence is HoldAt predicate 
• Negated nominal sentence is ReleasedAt predicate 
 Writing events and fluents rules: 
 
• Name of event, or fluent, is the verb source. 

• In case of nominal sentence ex: (“ )wxy[ا ( PشIu
“,”the man is walking”) 

• The name of fluent is the source of the verb from the 
adjective, in this example (“Pyu”, walk) 

• Parameters are subject and objects respectively 

1.17. Graphical Dictionary 

After converting the story into event calculus model, 
system uses this dictionary to translate this model into 
readable model, (graphical model). The idea of the 
dictionary that each verb in a story event may change 
some objects properties or make object do some 
actions, according to the graphical language which used 
(like Alice Language). So the dictionary explains the 
effects of each verb in the system. This dictionary can 
be changed by the user. 

Example 

Consider that, according to the graphical language of 
user, verb “}dو” property stand of the actor will be true 
and the actor will do action stand(). Also verb “��uأ” 
property hold of the actor will be true and the actor will do 
action hold(object) and so on. The following Table  1 is 
an example of a graphical dictionary for these examples. 

1.18. Graphical Output Model 

It is the output of the system. It is an intermediate 
representation that is independent on any animation 
technologies. This model describes each scene of the story, 
the properties of each object at each scene and the action 
which happen at each scene. The system considers that the 
first scene is defined to the user, as a default state. 

1.19. Story Scenes  

The model is divided into senses. Each one consists 
of actors at certain situation and action (motion) which 
done at this scene.  

1.20. Scene Action 

It describes the action which happens in this scene. 
for example: 
 
(Ahmed) opened the door  ��])YQب) أحIp[ا  

1.21. Actors and objects properties  

It describes the properties of actors and objects, consider 
the scene contains actor (Ahmed,YQأح) and object (door,بIJ). 
If (Ahmed,YQأح) open and (door,بIJ), then scene becomes: 
 
Door : open  بIJ :��]  
Ahmed : stand  YQأح :}dو  
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Table 1. Graphical dictionary 

 -------------Word--------------- -------------Property ----------- ------------Function--------- 
1 }dو stand }dو stand }dو stand 
2 �ia Sit �ia Sit �ia Sit 
3 ��uأ Hold  ��uأ =  Hold =  ��uأ Hold 
4 ��] Open ��] Open ��] Open 
 Say تSpeak Rif تId Say Rifل 5
6 bzK look bzK Look bzK Look 
7 Pyu Walk Pyu Walk Pyu Walk 
8 �i� close �i� close �i� close 
1 Rifت Speak Rifت Speak Rifت Speak 
2 �ia Sit �ia Sit �ia Sit 
3 Mfr Silent ---- ---- Mfr Silent 
4 ��] Open ��] Open ��] Open 
 Say تSpeak Rif تId Say Rifل 5
6 bzK look bzK Look bzK Look 

 
Previous lines says that in scene, properties of (��]) 

for (بIJ) becomes on and properties of (فNdو) for (YQأح) 
becomes on and other properties for actors are off. 

Graphical output model contains two types of 
statements. Action description statement and actor 
properties statement. 

Action description statement takes the form: 
 
VERB = <verb> SUBJECT = <subject> OBJECT = 
<object> 

Example 

 `_t[ا =��]    `lIt[ا =YQأح IJب= ا]N_tQل     
object = door subject = Ahmed verb = open 
 
 Actor properties statement takes the form: 
 
<subject> : <property> 

Example 

Door: open  بIJ:��]  
Ahmed: stand  YQأح:}dو  

Example  

Consider the knowledge base contains following 
information: 
 
(person) opened the door →  حN�tu بIp[ا + �i�u �o[ بIp[ا
+ door opened + ←  ��])wxy[ب) اIp[ا    
door not closed + (person)  )wxy[ا ( �[Ia �o[+   
standing+ )اwxy[ ( }dوا+  
(person) not sitting+ (person) )wxy[ا (PشIu �o[   
not walking 
 

This information means that when any actor open 
object (بIJ), then: 

• Property of (��], open) for (بIJ, door) become on 
• Property of (�i�, close) for (بIJ, door) become off 
• Property ( d{و , stand) for the (actor) become on 
• Property (�ia, sit) for the (actor) become on 
• Property (Pyu, walk) for the (actor) become on 
 

Following example describes two of senses. They 
describe the world before and after actor, (YQأح, Ahmed), 
do action (��], open) for object (بIJ, door): 
 

------------1------------  ------------1------------  
Door: close  بIJ:�iأ�  
Ahmed: stand  YQأح:}dو  

------------2-------------  ------------2-------------  
Door: open  بIJ:��]  
Ahmed: stand  YQأح:}dو  
Verb = open Subject = Ahmed `lIt[ا  =YQأح   `_t[ا =��]  
Object = door  لN_tQ[ب= اIJ  

1.22. Characteristics of the Proposed System 

Story understanding systems are characterized 
according to four dimensions (Mueller, 2004b); breadth 
of coverage, depth of understanding, ability to handle 
new stories, ability to handle real-world input. According 
to the these dimensions, the proposed system has 
following characteristics. 

1.23. Breadth of Coverage 

The system is a narrow coverage system that handles 
stories involving the commonsense knowledge base.  

1.24. Depth of Understanding 

The aim of understanding is to produce an animated 
story; therefore, we limited the scope of the depth 
understanding in this direction. System will study the 
details of objects actions and the changes of objects 
characteristics through the time. 
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1.25. Ability to Handle New Stories 

This system is designed to handle unlimited number 
of new stories, in the range of the commonsense 
knowledge base. 

1.26. Ability to Handle Real-World Input  

The input is a free text story. In addition, user can easily 
update the commonsense knowledge base, but writing the 
commonsense knowledge base is submitted to some rules. 

2. CONCLUSION 

Event calculus is a good approach for representation 
commonsense knowledge and story events, also for 
performing commonsense reasoning. The proposed 
system uses that to infer the details of the events of the 
story and the changes of objects characteristics during 
each scene of the story. Also the system manages events 
synchronizations inside the sentence. It describes the 
actions of each object over the time and detects changes 
in objects properties and displays that in a readable 
model, graphical model. Also it can understand an 
unlimited number of stories, in range of commonsense 
knowledge base, also it allows users to, easily, write and 
change the knowledge base in text mode. 

2.1. Limitations and Future Work 

The problem of story understanding is a very hard. So 
we restrict the system with some limitations which can 
be treated in future work. 

2.2. Actions Synchronizations 

The System manages events synchronizations inside 
the sentence, when more than subjects do the same 

action at the same time. In other cases more than objects 
do different actions at the same time, to manage this 
situation we must keep in mind time of execution of each 
action and the speed of each object. 

2.3. Traffics Problems 

Since we talk about animation, we expect traffics 
problems during the motion of objects. To solve this 
problems the system must make interactions between the 
spatial positions of objects of the stories and objects of 
the world to determine spatial position of each object 
over time and to handle any problem during motions. 

2.4. Working with Uncertainty 

If information about uncertainty were added to input 
templates, the system could be extended to build and 
several alternative models for a story and then it will be 
able to determine when information cannot reliably be 
inferred from the story and when information from the 
story is speculative.  

2.5. Complete Example 

2.5.1. System Knowledge Base 

1- (Ahmed) sit )YQأح (�[Ia  
2- (teacher) stand )Ri_Q[ا (}dوا  
3- (person) say to  لId)wxy[(ل) ا`ab[ل) (اNd(  
 (other) (words)  = )wxy[ا(  
 (person) say +  لId)wxy[ل) (اNd + (Mfr  
 (person) silent  
4- (person) say ← ) Ndل) (ا]Id)wxyل   
 person) speak   
5- (person) silent → )xy[اw (Rif�X  
  )wxy[ا ( ←  Mfr)wxy[ا(  
 Rif�X � 

 
Corresponding event calculus form: 
 
1- (Ahmed) sit (stand (Ahmed), 1) HoldsAt (  }dو)YQ1,) أح ) 
2- HoldsAt (sit (teacher), 1) HoldsAt (  �ia)Ri_Q[ (,1 ) 
3-  Happens  Happens  لId) wxy[ل,اNd (  
  (say(person, words, other),   `ab[ا), time) =  
  time) =  Happens ( Ndل, ا]Id) wxyل  ) 
  Happens (say(person, other), time) and 
  time)  and  Happens (  Mfr)wxy[ا ) 
4-  Happens (silent(person), time) time) 
5-  Happens (say(person, words), Happens ( Ndل,ا]Id) wxyل  ) 
  time) � HoldsAt (speak  time) � HoldsAt (  Rifت)  
  (person), time)  wxy[ا) time) 
    Happens (silent(person), time) Happens (  Mfr)wxy[ا ), 
  � ReleasedAt (speak  time) � ReleasedAt  (  Rifت)  
  (person), time) wxy[ا), time) 
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where, rules (1) and (2) are startup rules and (3) is action 
description rule and (4) and (5) are action affects rules. 
 
Consider story script is: 
  

“Su }d [��i”) أحYQ(ل ) ا]Id)Ri_Qل   
(teacher) said to(Ahmed) “stand up please” 
 

Corresponding event calculus, form rule (3), is: 
 
Happens ( أحSu“ ,YQ [�d �i{”, ا]Id)Ri_Qل  ), time) 
Happens (say(teacher,”stand up please”,Ahmed), time) 
 

Details of this event, from rule (3), are: 
 
Happens (say(teacher, Happens (  1 ) 
,”stand up please”),1)  لId ) Ri_Q[ا ,” �i�] Su }d“ (  
Happens (silent(teacher),2) Happens (  Mfr )ا Ri_Q[ ( ,2 ) 
 

Commonsense reasoning gives following model: 

 
------------1-------------  ------------1-------------  

sit(Ahmed) �ia)YQأح(  

stand(teacher) }dو)Ri_Q[ا(  

speak(teacher) Rifت)Ri_Q[ا(  

Happens (say(“stand ) لId) Ri_Q[ا Happens 

up please”),1)  "Su }d   

 (1, (“�i�] 

------------2 ------------- ------------2 ------------- 

(Ahmed) sit �ia)YQأح(  

(teacher) stand }dو)Ri_Q[ا(  

Happens (silent(teacher,1)  ) Mfr)Ri_Q[2,) ا( Happens 
------------3 ------------- ------------3 ------------- 
(Ahmed) sit �ia)YQأح(  
(teacher) stand }dو)Ri_Q[ا(  
 

2.6. Consider Dictionary is 

2.6.1. Result Graphical Model is 

------------1-------------  ------------1-------------  
Ahmed: sit YQأح :�ia  
teacher: stand  Ri_Q[ا :}dو  
teacher: speak  Ri_Q[ا :Rifت  
Verb=say  `lIt[ا =Ri_Q[ا   `_t[ا =Rifت   
Subject=Ahmed  لN_tQ[ا =”�i�] Su }d“  
Object=“stand up please” 
------------2 ------------- ------------2-------------  
Ahmed: sit  YQأح:�ia  
teacher: stand  Ri_Q[ا :}dو  
Verb= silent  `_t[ا =Mfr  
Subject=Ahmed  `lIt[ا =Ri_Q[ا   
------------3 ------------- ------------3-------------  

Ahmed: sit  YQأح:�ia  
teacher: stand  Ri_Q[ا :}dو   

Notes 

2.7. The Script 

“Su }d [��i”) أحYQ(ل ) ا]Id)Ri_Qل   
(teacher) said to(Ahmed) “stand up please” 

 
Is converting according to rule (3) to the following 

actions: 
 
Happens ( أحYQ, “[�Su }d�i ”, ا]Id)Ri_Qل  ), time) 
Happens (say(teacher,”stand up 
please”, Ahmed), time) 

 
So the result is three senses. At startup according to 

rule (1) and (2) and according to the dictionary the result 
is: 

 
Ahmed: sit  YQأح:�ia  
teacher: stand  Ri_Q[ا:}dو  
 

At first scene the action: 

 
 (teacher) said “stand up please”  Ri_Q[ل اId”�i�] Su }d“  

 
Is done and according to rule (5) the one property is 

added: 

 
teacher: speak  Ri_Q[ا :Rifت  
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